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FROM THE PRINCIPAL

"It is both humbling
and enriching to
witness our girls shift
the parity trajectory
and stand up for
equality in all its
forms."
Dear Parents and Friends of Monte
On Wednesday, the College’s annual International Women’s Day
Breakfast welcomed guest speaker Naomi Steer (Class of 1976).
Naomi, in her role as National Director of Australia for UNHCR,
spoke of the “power” of women refugees, remarking that it was
surprising to hear the word ‘power’ associated with victims of
conflict in their native countries, victims of violence, victims
of sexual abuse or perhaps slavery. The reality is, as Naomi
explained, that “refugee women and girls also embody strength,
creativity and entrepreneurship.”
This year’s International Women’s Day theme #EachforEqual,
with the axiom ‘An equal world is an enabled world’, highlights
our responsibility as leading educators to ask how we can
further facilitate a world where young women have unlimited
and attainable choice, where they can be creative entrepreneurs
of their learning, without the gender bias constraints that prevail
within workplaces and society.
As in past years, our International Women’s Day breakfast saw
fathers and brothers, student leaders from St Aloysius' College
and St Ignatius’ College Riverview, as well as Mercy men on
College staff, all stand in partnership with our young women.
Reflecting on this extraordinary solidarity, I am drawn to the
words of theologian, Sister Joan Chittister O.S.B: "If our education
is really an education that makes a difference, that 'leads the
way', we have to enable students to assess (and access) their
world, for its raging possibilities and limitless brutalities.”
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We are confident that a Monte education offers our young
women a secure educational and pastoral framework that not
only ‘leads the way’, but also affords a global platform to ‘assess’
and ‘access’ a world with 100% of every opportunity.
It is both humbling and enriching to witness our girls shift the
parity trajectory and stand up for equality in all its forms. This is
their generational quest, a legacy where inclusivity and parity for
women and men is an expectation, not an afterthought.
The world champions the equality and achievements of women
by marking International Women’s Day this Sunday. On this
auspicious day, we warmly welcome our extended community
to our College Open Day in celebration of the hospitality, diversity,
achievements and inclusivity of our extraordinary young women.
God Bless.
Mrs Nicole Christensen
Principal
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COVID-19
Update for Parents and Carers

In recent days Australia and NSW has seen an increase in the number of
diagnosed cases of COVID-19 (previously referred to as Novel Coronavirus).
The College continues to closely monitor this situation and is seeking regular
updates from the Federal Government, the NSW Department of Health and the
NSW Department of Education.
Effective from the 5 March 2020 the Federal Government has implemented a
ban on travellers coming from Iran, South Korea, mainland China and additional
screening and precautions will be applied to travellers from Italy.
If your family has recently visited any affected region in Iran, South Korea, China,
Italy or any other affected area, or has been in close contact with someone
who has visited an affected area, please ensure that your child does not attend
school until they have received a medical clearance from a doctor and advised
the College accordingly. The medical clearance should note that the examination
has cleared the student in respect of COVID-19.
The College has a number of immersions planned in the second half of 2020. We
will assess the situation closer to the time of travel and notify families accordingly.
If your child is experiencing flu-like symptoms but has not visited any affected
region, seek appropriate medical care and keep your child at home until they
have recovered.
Parents and Carers are also encouraged to remind students of the importance
of hygiene practices including regular washing of hands as well as coughing and
sneezing etiquette.
Thank you for your understanding and cooperation in ensuring the health and
wellbeing of our students, staff and College community.
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FROM THE DIRECTOR MIDDLE
SCHOOL AND IB MYP COORDINATOR

Ms Jenny Symington
Director Middle School and
IB MYP Coordinator

Unsurprisingly, the first six weeks for Years 7-9 have been
hectic and enriching. A plethora of activities have been taking
place - Years 7 and 8 Camp, Geography and History excursions,
Wicked rehearsals, Masses and Liturgies, a swimming
carnival, Shrove Tuesday pancake stalls and other social
justice work. In amongst all of that, students have settled into
classes and engaged in quality learning.
As I am new to Monte, I thought this was a great opportunity
to rove around the grounds, meet some of our Middle School
students, and find out what has excited them about coming to the
College so far this term.
How wonderful to hear the girls' insights into their Middle Years
classrooms, and the variety of learning experiences they are
enjoying each day.

YEAR 8 STUDENTS

Year 8 Alexandra and Emily
Highlight so far
"Camp, and the new Year 8 class groups, which
bring new friends and connections."
Favourite learning so far
"Geography ,the weekly Geography in the News quiz is a
fun and an interesting way to see what is going on around
the world (and we can win a lollipop)." Alexandra
"Science, we are learning about the different bodily systems
in Science; it is fun learning what's going on inside you."
Emily
What else is do you like about school?
"The Fair Trade Cafe, everyone should go! It raises
money for Project Timor (and Emily has helped
out by baking giant choc chip cookies)."

YEAR 7 STUDENTS

Year 7 Lucy and Ava
Highlight so far
"Meeting new people."
Favourite learning so far
"Food Technology, mastering practical procedures for
the kitchen and making a fattoush salad." Lucy
"Visual Arts, improving drawing skills as the class
draws baby animals, and experimenting with different
textures when sketching with pastels." Ava
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YEAR 9 STUDENTS

Year 9 Mia and Sophie
Favourite learning so far
"Mathematics, I'm really loving Maths! Indices are making
sense and financial maths is important for my future" Mia
"Commerce, it is interesting and we like coming up with our
own ideas for businesses... perhaps childcare or beauty."
Sophie
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PURPLE, THE LITURGICAL COLOUR OF LENT

SR LECIA’S THOUGHTS

Sister Lecia Coombe RSM

This week I reflect on how God calls each of us into a deserted
place, to pray, to be strengthened and prepared to accept the
struggles ahead. That is why the Church offers us Lent.
We all know that the struggles of life can be daunting, indeed
even unbearable. There are certainly times when we do not
understand the what or why of things. We need absolute trust in
the loving goodness of God. It is only through God’s grace that
the unbearable can become bearable. Note, that while Jesus was
among the wild animals, he was also looked after by the angels.
The same will happen for us, because God has us always in mind.
He will deliver the just from all their afflictions (Psalm 33).
What are some of the requisites to make us ‘just’ in God’s eyes?
St Paul advises the Romans and us: “Do not be conformed to
this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your minds, so
that you may discern what is the will of God - what is good and
acceptable and perfect" (Romans 12:2).
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Along with this advice, we ought to take to heart the serious
teaching of Jesus, who tells us to pray: “Forgive us our trespasses
as we forgive those who trespass against us.” Our eternal salvation
hinges on our willingness to forgive.
Jesus also says: “Judge not, and you shall not be judged”. We must
also remember that “for God, all things are possible”. There is no
room in a Christian heart for condemnatory exclusion. As Pope
Francis reminds us, we need an open heart that accepts everyone
with kindness, knowing the path to wholeness may differ according
to individual needs, which only God can know and judge. This is
also a good way to deal with diversity surrounding us.
I wish you untold blessings as we joyously open the doors of our
beautiful College this Sunday.
Let us thank God for one another and pray The Holy Spirit will call
us too to be Instruments of God’s Mercy through Justice.
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YEAR 10 PASS
CHEERLEADING

FROM THE HEAD OF PDHPE

Ms Simone Polly
Head of PDHPE

Spotlight on Physical Activity
and Sports Studies (PASS)
PASS is the elective course for students in Years 9 and 10 which
complements their learning in PDHPE. The course extends student
learning through topics such as Sports Nutrition, Coaching, and
Resistance Training. It provides students with the opportunity
to apply their knowledge around health and physical activity in
a more sport-specific context, ensuring students develop the
skills to further improve their performance and experience in their
personal sporting pursuits. Additionally, students are exposed
to a range of unique practical sporting experiences, receiving
coaching from professionals and refining their own skills in highly
complex and technical sports.
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Year 9 PASS 100-hour students, who have been studying
Technology in Sport, ventured out last week on a Golf excursion.
The group participated in a lesson from a professional golfer at
the driving range and received technical assistance to learn the
basic technique of the golf swing. This experience has since been
complemented through the use of the application, Coach’s Eye,
which is an example of a key piece of technology for improving
performance. The students have used the application to effectively
analyse their own technique, making comparisons between their
swing and that of a professional to identify areas for improvement.
This experience has highlighted to students both the extraordinary
benefits and the ethical dilemmas that may be associated with
access to these types of technologies.
Year 10 PASS students have been learning the skills and elements
of Cheerleading, which is a physically demanding, highly technical
and challenging sport. The students have learnt the vital roles
within this team sport to ensure both safe and effective cheer
stunts, and then integrated them with high energy dance
movement to create aesthetic routines.
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FROM THE HEAD OF PDHPE

Welcome
This year, we welcome a new member of staff to the PDHPE
department, Ms Naomi Richardson.
What is your favourite sport to play or watch?
“I have been very lucky to have participated in a wide variety of
sports over my lifetime, so that makes choosing my favourite
sport to watch and play quite difficult! However, by far my favourite
sport to watch and play is AFL. I have only been playing for a few
years and my only regret is that I did not start playing sooner. It is
such a fun game that incorporates so many aspects and skills of
the other sports I have played and loved as I was growing up.”
What is your proudest sporting experience?
“My proudest sporting moment is one in which I was the coach. In
2018, I unfortunately had a knee reconstruction which prevented
me from playing AFL for the following 12 months. While I was
rehabilitating, I took up a coaching and mentoring role for a
Women’s AFL team comprised of many girls who have never held
a footy before, let alone played. As a coach of this team, it made
me extremely proud to see how committed the players were to
learn, how much they improved each week and how much they
too enjoyed a sport I really love. It was the icing on the cake to see
them win the Sydney/ACT Grand Final that year and be rewarded
for all their hard work!”
What is your favourite topic to teach?
“Mental Health – it is a topic that I am passionate about. As a
PDHPE educator, I have recognised the impact that a student’s
mental health has on their learning and achievement, and I
personally feel a great deal of responsibility in educating students
around this.”

YEAR 9 PASS 100-HOUR
GOLF EXCURSION

Congratulations to the Class of 2019
The PDHPE Department extends a wholehearted congratulations
to the Class of 2019 on their outstanding results in the two HSC
PDHPE courses: Community and Family Studies; and Personal
Development, Health and Physical Education, and the IB DP
courses: Sports, Exercise and Health Science (Higher Level and
Standard Level). The results the girls achieved are the outcome
of the extraordinary work that each of the students and teachers
applied across the two years of study within these courses.
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YEAR 10
IB MYP FAMILY CHALLENGE
International Baccalaureate (IB) Learner
Profile: Inquirer
Is inquiry part of family discussions?
Do you encourage and support your daughter’s acquisition of
skills to inquire independently?

inquirers

Do you model being an inquirer, admitting when you do not
know the answer to your daughter’s questions and seeking out
the solution with her?
Are all internet sites reputable?
IB Learners are inquirers. They develop their natural curiosity.
They acquire the skills necessary to conduct inquiry and
research, and show independence in learning. They actively
enjoy learning and this love of learning should be sustained
throughout their lives.
The questions, again, can be a starting point for discussion
at home. Through dialogue, the creation of a better and
collaborative learning environment for your daughter will evolve,
and this will assist her in developing her position as a lifelong
learner in the international arena.

develop natural curiosity

The Monte MYP team.

Activity
Take either a movie or experience that involves you and your
daughter and use it to evoke some inquiry.
For example,
Does Hugo 3D represent Paris in the 1930s accurately?
Is Happy Feet true to the characteristics of Antarctic penguins?
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DEBATING REPORT
From the Debating Captain
Our Friday night competitions brought some stellar results with
the girls participating in some very challenging debates. In the
Independent Schools’ Debating Association (ISDA) competition,
Monte debated against Cranbrook on topics of natural disasters.
The second round saw impressive results with the Primary B,
Year 7, Year 8, Year 9, Year 10 and Senior A teams all winning their
debates.

The Friday Night Evening competition (FED) continued into the
third round, with Monte debating against Redlands. The girls
thought creatively and critically on their topics in this challenging
round. Congratulations to our Year 7A and Year 9 teams, who
successfully won their respective debates.
We congratulate all the girls on their efforts so far and look forward
to seeing them continue to grow in their debating ventures.
Ella Gruber, Debating Captain

FROM THE PARENTS AND
FRIENDS ASSOCIATION

URGENT CALL FOR
#SUPPORTCREWMEALS
From time to time, families in our College community
experience hardship and may require some assistance.
As a means of providing practical support for those facing
difficult times, Monte's Parents & Friends Association
established the #SupportCrewMeals initiative, which provides
these families with nutritious cooked meals. The College's
Pastoral team works closely and confidentially with the families,
and organises the discrete delivery of these meals.
A heartfelt thanks to the families who have previously
provided #SupportCrewMeals. To these families who have
assisted in the past, please note that we will no longer be
using trybooking to register to prepare meals, only to collect
donations. We will be managing all our appeals through Monte
Matters rather than emailing you directly.

SUPPLIES ARE LOW at present and there is ongoing and
urgent need to fill the freezer with delicious and nutritious
meals.
We are in need of both family-sized and individual serves of
curries, soups, stews, pasta sauces, lasagnes and healthy
cakes and loaves.
Please CLICK HERE to register to cook a meal. This link also
provides further information on how to prepare the meals,
where to deliver them and how to label them correctly (using
our template).
If you are unable to cook a meal but would like to assist, you are
welcome to contribute a monetary donation. These funds are
used to assist families in need of support with pantry items and
household staples. Please CLICK HERE to make a donation.

Should you have any queries, please contact us:
community@monte.nsw.edu.au
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MONTE TEAM OF THE WEEK
MONTE TEAMS SAILING TEAM

SPORT REPORT

Mr Michael Vandervelde
Sport Program Manager

Monte Team of the Week
Monte Teams Sailing team
The Monte Teams Sailing team competed in their first Teams
Racing Regatta in the SheSails Regatta at Middle Harbour Yatch
Club.
If your daughter is playing a Monte team sport, we invite you to
send your team photo to Mr Vandervelde.

Good Luck
·· To the Monte Representative Swimming teams who are
competing in IGSSA Swimming Carnival on Friday 6 March
and CGSSSA Championships on Tuesday 10 March.
·· To the girls who are trialling for the CCC selection in Volleyball
and Water Polo.

Congratulations
College Sport
·· To the Monte Representative Tennis Players, Grace Bruce (Year
11) and Sophie Sidgreaves (Year 11) who were both selected
for the CCC Tennis team to compete at the NSW All School
Tennis Championships (Pizzi Tennis Trails) in Bathurst on the
23 and 24 March.
·· To the Monte 1 Water Polo team who played out a thrilling
7-All draw against Loreto Kirribilli in the McAuley Ward Cup on
Tuesday at Drummoyne Pool. Monte went down 5-0 in the first
quarter, but in a fantastic comeback they pegged back Loreto’s
lead to draw level at 7-7. The game was played, as always, in
great spirit.
·· To Monte Triathletes who competed in the NSW All Schools
Triathlon Teams Event last Thursday. The five teams of three
members each, performed extremely well with two medalling
results. The Junior team of Tegan Kim, Gracie Henry and Olivia
O’Kelly placed 2nd overall and 1st in the CCC category. The
Senior team of Sophie Walsh, Grace Kells and Sophie Tallentire
placed 7th in the Senior Girls and 3rd in the CCC category.
The Intermediate team of Ella Bourke, Lucy Wiles and Sophie
Rudd finished 13th in Intermediate girls and were 6th in the
CCC category. The Senior team of Taylah Thompson, Hannah
Parker and Lily Duczmal were 33rd in Senior Girls while the
Senior team of Natasha Hill, Juliette Bosscher and Beth
Thomas placed a creditable 58th in Senior Girls after Juliette
crashed on the Bike leg.
·· To the Monte Teams Sailing team who competed in their first
Regatta of the season, finishing a creditable 4th overall in the
SheSails Regatta.
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SPORTS REPORT

Open Day – Students Needed

Communication

The Sport Department is looking for students to assist in
running our Play like a Girl - Come and Try sessions, as well as
participating in sports demonstrations on Open Day this Sunday.
Interested students can sign up through the email they recently
received.

Most sport-specific communications will be sent directly
to parents, carers and students via email. Further seasonal
sporting information is accessible through MonteConnect.

Year 7 Cross Country Fun Run

MonteConnect hosts information relating to each sport and
activity in the Monte Sports Program, such as draws, venues,
rules, training times, information notes and permission slips.

The results from the Year 7 Cross Country Fun Run have been
posted on MonteConnect/Sport 2020/Cross Country.

Swimming Carnival

MonteConnect

Parents and carers can access this information via the home
page of the College website, through the MonteConnect button.

The results from the College Swimming Carnival will be available
after the Award presentation today.

Upcoming Representative Events (Next 3 Weeks)
Event

Date

Time

Venue

IGSSA Swimming & Diving

6 March

8:00am-3:30pm

Homebush

CGSSSA Swimming

10 March

9:00am-3:30pm

Ryde

Tildesley Tennis

18 - 19 March

8:00am-6:00pm

Pennant Hills

Ascham Teams Sailing Regatta

21 March

8:00am-5:00pm

Woollahra Sailing Club

Tildesley Tennis

18 - 19 March

8:00am-6:00pm

Pennant Hills

Upcoming Individual Representative Trials (Next 3 Weeks)
Event

Nominations

Trials

Venue

CCC Open Volleyball

6 March

11 March

Homebush

CCC 17&U Water Polo

12 March

16 March

Ryde

CCC 16&U & Open Hockey

16 March

23 March

Moorebank

CCC Open Golf

18 March

30 March

Macquarie Links

6 April

Santa Sabina

CGSSSA Open Football
CCC 16&U & Open Hockey

16 March

23 March

Moorebank

CCC Open Golf

18 March

30 March

Macquarie Links

For more details, contact the Sport Department prior to the
nomination closing dates. Trials are for high level representative
players and are subject to approval from the Sports Program
Manager. Further details are available on Catholic Schools
Sports website (formally the NSWCCC website).
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Please note the new NSWCCC website. Students will need to
register with them to participate in nominations for the NSWCCC
Representative Trials. Parents can find information on the
process for registration via this LINK.
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SPORTS REPORT

Activities Program

Hockey Terms 2 and 3

THE FIRST CLASS IS FREE (COME AND TRY).

We still need a few players to join Terms 2 and 3 Hockey. All the
details are on MonteConnect/Sport 2020/Hockey. Interested
students are to contact Mrs Liz Morgan.

Yoga Tuesday 3:30-4:30pm in OR401
Yoga Friday 7:00-8:00am in OR401
Tae Kwon Do Monday 3:30-4:30pm in CMP

Netball

Monte Active Fitness Students have been emailed the details.

Netball grading has now finished. Once the teams have been
finalised, students will be notified via email. On Sunday 15
March, Netball teams will be playing practice matches at the
Willoughby courts. All the details will be emailed to the players.

Further details are posted on the MonteConnect Sport Page.

Basketball Terms 2 and 3
Basketball registrations are now open on MonteConnect/
Sport 2020/Basketball. All students wishing to play Basketball
this year need to register their intent to do so by following the
registration process. CLICK HERE to access the registration
page.
Trials are at the Monte Basketball Courts:
Years 7 and 8: Friday 6 March, 3:45pm-5:30pm.
Years 11 and 12, plus those wishing to play for Monte 1:
Friday 13 March, 3:45pm-5:30pm.

Football Terms 2 and 3
We still require a few players from Years 9 - 12 for the Terms 2
and 3 Sunday Football Competition. All the information is posted
on MonteConnect/Sport/Football (information note, permission
slip, etc). Students that are interested in playing are to contact
Mr Michael Vandervelde.
Trials/Grading Sessions are as follows:

Swimming
Monte offers Swimming squads for fitness and/or for
competition throughout the year. Further information can be
found on MonteConnect/Swim. Please contact Mr Jon Bell with
any queries.

Sports Fixtures Newsletter
Each Friday when you receive Monte Matters you will notice a
link to our weekly Sports Fixtures newsletter. Here, you will find
the draws for all Monte teams for the upcoming weekend and
the week to follow.

Sporting Acknowledgements
If your daughter is involved in any significant sporting events/
achievements please let us know so she can be acknowledged.

Sports Department

16 Years – Years 9 and 10
Session 2: Sunday 15 March, 8:00-10:00am, Cammeray.

Please contact the Sports Department on 9409 6420 or email
mvandervelde@monte.nsw.edu.au

18 Years - Years 11 and 12
Session 2: Friday 6 March, 4:00pm-5:30pm, Forsyth Park.

#ITSOK2PLAY
Don’t aspire to be the best
on the team – aspire to do
the best for the team.
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P&F ASSOCIATION GENERAL MEETING
&
IB DP AND HSC RESULTS FORUM
DATE:
VENUE:
TIME:

Tuesday 10 March
O'Regan Arts and Cultural Common (ACC)
5:45pm - Refreshments in the ACC Foyer
6:00pm - Meeting in the ACC Theatre

		
Dear Monte Community,
Please join us for the Parents and Friends Association (P&F) General Meeting,
and the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (IB DP) and HSC
Results Forum, led by Ms Allyson Mascarenhas, Deputy Principal Curriculum and
Ms Kim Vandervelde, Director Senior School.
College Principal, Mrs Nicole Christensen will also provide an update and draw
the School Fees Raffle at the meeting.
We look forward to seeing you on the evening.
Warm regards,
Antoinette Le Busque
Secretary, Parents and Friends Association

International Exchange & Gap Year
Information Evening
23 March
7.00pm
Monte Sant’ Angelo
Mercy College
Catherine McAuley Place
CMP

RSVP : isuarez@monte.nsw.edu.au
MONTE MATTERS 6 March 2020 / TERM 1 WEEK 6
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We warmly invite you and your family to join us at our 2020 College Open Day.

OPEN
DAY

Sunday
8 MARCH 2020
9:30am - 1:30pm

128 MILLER STREET, NORTH SYDNEY

HIGHLIGHTS
•

Principal’s Address

•

Coffee Cart

•

College Tours

•

Cafe and BBQ

•

Live Music

•

Student Showcases

•

Interactive Displays and Demonstrations

•

Sporting Activities and Demonstrations

•

Historical Exhibitions

•

Passports - explore the campus and

•

Face Painting

activities with your children, stamp their

•

Guest Entertainers

passport along the way and receive a small

•

Artisan Gelato

gift upon completion.

Bring the family!

Visit our website www.monte.nsw.edu.au

MONTE SANT’ ANGELO MERCY COLLEGE
PRODUCTION OF

2020

18 MARCH 7:00PM
20 MARCH 7:00PM
21 MARCH 1:00PM & 7:00PM
MONTE SANT’ ANGELO MERCY COLLEGE: MCQUOIN CENTRE

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
WWW.TRYBOOKING.COM/BINJA

Music and Lyrics by

Book by

Stephen Schwartz Winnie Holzman
Based on the novel by Gregory
Orchestrations by

Maguire

William David Brohn
Music Arrangements

Alex Lacamoire & Stephen Oremus
Licensed exclusively by Music Theatre International (Australasia).
All performance materials supplied by Hal Leonard Australia.

MATER LIVES
COMMITTEE
celebrating 36 years
1984 - 2020

2020
ST PATRICK'S DAY
LUNCHEON
Monday 16 March
11:30am
Four Seasons Hotel
$130 per person
Guest Speaker:
Sir Peter Cosgrove AK CVO MC
www.trybooking.com/BIFRX

INSIGHTS

Strengthening kids’ self-esteem in a digital world

How do we develop and nurture our child’s self-esteem in a world where the likes, comments and followers are o�en seen as the
social currency for popularity, confidence and self-worth?
While young people live out much of their social lives online, there are certain elements of this world that can have a negative
impact on the social and emotional wellbeing of young people, particularly if that person’s self-esteem is already fragile.
The very connected, very visible and public nature of social media ensures that many of the challenges faced by young people
previously are now magnified and felt more deeply when played out online. We need to give young people the confidence, skills
and perspective to ensure that they can reduce the negative impacts, and instead learn to thrive both online and in real life.
What are some of the things we can do to help nurture that self-esteem and prepare them for the challenges of a very public
social media?
Build their independence and resilience early
Make sure they are confident in their own abilities to problem solve themselves. Let them to do things that may result in failure
but allows them to pick themselves up. Let them know that mistakes are OK, as long as we learn something from them.
Encourage activities and pursuits
Feeling part of a community can be an invaluable element to fostering self-worth. Encourage kids to have interests away from
the screens, such as belonging to teams, clubs and groups where their achievements and e�orts can be recognised and
celebrated.
Helping others and volunteering
Giving kids the opportunity to help others, such as coaching a junior team, helping out with training or helping people less
fortunate are great ways to build self-worth. Developing empathy for others helps kids to realise that the world is a much larger
place than their social media feeds.
Spend time with them
It is easy to spend time with our kids when they are young. We can take them to the park, play games, read them books. As they
get older and we are not so cool to hang out with, it becomes trickier. But we need to look for times to spend just being together,
whether that’s watching a movie they like, playing a game, or grabbing a milkshake on the way home from sports training. Find
things they like to do. Even just sitting on their bed at night and letting them know you are there can be beneficial.
Family meals and rituals
Having regular moments of connection that are part of their everyday can be critical in providing stability and security.
Connecting as a family with a nightly meal has been proven to be an e�ective way to give kids the comfort of knowing they have
a place that is familiar and safe and unconditional. Or look for other rituals to provide this security.

Communicate o en about what is happening online
Talk to them about the things you see online, let them know you have an understanding, learn about it and be sure to look at
things from their perspective. Use teachable moments to highlight when things go wrong and be sure that you remain relevant
to their world so that they know you are there should something go wrong.
While
we cannot
beour
there
to followParenting
everywhere Ideas
they gomembership
online and be up to date on every single
site or app they visit, we
Provided
as aalways
part of
school’s
parentingideas.com.au
can do a lot in terms of instilling good values, building that self-esteem and ensuring that they have a positive sense of self that
transfers from the real world to wherever they find themselves online.

Martine Oglethorpe
Martine Oglethorpe is an accredited speaker with the O�ice of the eSafety Commissioner and has
presented to numerous parent groups, schools and teachers. She is a speaker, counsellor and educator
with a passion for building resilient kids in a digital world. Contact details:
info@martineoglethorpe.com.au, themodernparent.net, facebook.com/themodernparent

